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1. INTRODUCTION
This “Supplier Quality Handbook (SQH)” has been developed to inform our suppliers of the minimum
level of management system functionality and documentation necessary. It compliments documentation
found in the documentation for purchased goods and attempts to leverage best practices from multiple
manufacturing techniques.
This applies to ALL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS, AND SUPPLIERS of:
•
•
•
•

Production Materials
Production or Service Parts
Manufacturing Machinery; and
Any Component thereof.

2. MASTER LOCK COMPANY LLC QUALITY POLICY
Master Lock Company LLC and its affiliated businesses (“Master Lock” or “Company”) maintains
productivity while producing exceptional quality products. We have in-process inspections and our
employees are empowered to make quick decisions where quality is concerned. We are the consistent
leaders in features and testing when compared to other brands, and our prototypes are subjected to an
extensive battery of fatigue and durability tests. This organization operates on the principle that
customers should have their orders fulfilled accurately with arrival at their destination damage-free.
Our expectations for you as a qualified supplier are consistent with the current ISO 9001 based
requirements.

3. QUALITY ORGANIZATION
In Master Lock, the Quality Organization is small and flexible. The principal managers are located at
the Oak Creek facility, but each plant has a Senior Quality Assurance Manager as well. The role of the
corporate quality team is to protect the customer, keep senior management informed on all quality
related issues and to reduce risk to the Company for cost of quality.
4. FAIR TREATMENT POLICY
It is our intent to treat suppliers with dignity and respect at all times. Any supplier, or employee thereof,
who has been treated with anything less than professional courtesy is encouraged to contact the
undersigned. For that reason, Master Lock will not ask for formal corrective action as a means of
punishing a supplier. Incidental defects that represent outliers in the manufacturing process teach us
very little about how to improve high volume processes. Formal corrective actions are reserved for
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incidents in which the supplier has systemic, process related defects that are creating or have the
potential to create significant customer dissatisfaction.
The quality organization does not execute vendor charge backs. The Sourcing organization is the sole
organization with authority to negotiate pricing and charge back with suppliers. The quality organization
will provide information to the Sourcing leaders so that they may negotiate in good faith.

5. SUPPLIER SURVEILLANCE:
As previously addressed, the Quality organization has been tasked with reducing risk for cost of quality
and protecting the customer. In order to achieve those goals we have developed a system of supplier
surveillance which is the systematic qualification through sampling, auditing and testing products at the
location of manufacture, various warehouses and several reliability labs.
Product Audits are the cornerstone to qualifications. Each product will be audited several times during
the production cycle and lifetime of the unit. At Master Lock we conduct quarterly warehouse audits of
random products lines, we audit during part qualifications, in response to customer complaints, in
comparison with competitor products and annually. The focus is on customer safety, defect
identification and reduction and manufacturing location performance.
Process Audits are focused on core production processes. Typically we focus on processes for which
defects are undetectable after completion, except by destructive or inordinately expensive tests.
Understandably, many of these processes are considered intellectual property and suppliers are not
required to share details. Suppliers are required to demonstrate adequate controls are in place and proof
of reproducible results.
Quality Systems Audits (QSA) are completed on initial approval of new suppliers when ISO certification
is not available or in question. Appendix Q has the standard QSA checklist developed specifically for
Master Lock suppliers. Suppliers are encouraged to do self-assessment prior to our arrival so that the
post audit closing meetings can focus as much on supplier/auditor perceptions as quantifiable results.
ISO certification is encouraged and always viewed favorably.
All of the audits mentioned above will be executed by an employee of Master Lock or a professional
third-party auditor.
6. GENERAL QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
All supplier quality communication and data, i.e., inspection reports, certificates, surveys, etc, should
be sent to the appropriate Sourcing representative (usually specified on the purchase order). Hard copies
of inspection reports and certificates may also be sent with the parts; however, we prefer to receive
electronic copies.
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Master Lock expects supplier shipments to be defect free. We place the highest priority on furnishing
our customers products that meets their requirements. The same will be expected of you. All shipments
are required to conform to drawings, 3-D models, functional specifications and all other purchase order
requirements, including arrival within the delivery window.
Additionally, the general requirements contained in this document are mandatory for suppliers. When
a conflict arises between the guidance in the Supplier Quality Handbook and specifications in the item
documentation, the item documentation will take precedence. When conflicts occur between
specifications on the item documentation, the supplier is expected to notify the Purchasing officer
immediately by telephone or email and submit a supplier request for deviation (which will be addressed
later).
Unless otherwise specified, you will provide parts that:
•
•

Conform to applicable industry accepted standards for characteristics that are not called out on
drawings.
are packed adequately to protect the parts from damage in shipment (at least ISTA 1A or
equivalent)

Customers must be able to use our products with high reliability in the following atmospheric
conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Humidity from 0-100%
Temperatures from -40 deg C to 50 deg C
Indoors or under cover with moderate outdoor exposure, unless specifically designed for outdoor
use or otherwise specified
At maximum specified load ratings
With minimal preparation and no preventive maintenance
a. Critical-to-Quality Characteristics (CTQ): These features include any physical dimension,
functionality or intrinsic quality whose variation outside of technical specifications can
compromise important aspects of the product itself. Manufacturing outside of these
characteristics results in hazard to the customer, violation of legal or industrial standards, or
severely impacts external or internal customer satisfaction. Master Lock will not always
specify a minimum process capability for the production of these characteristics as that
might inadvertently result in the rejection of parts that meet technical specifications;
however, suppliers will perform risk mitigation to ensure that escaping defects are prevented.
Suppliers may request deviations for Critical-to- Quality characteristics, but these will only
be granted on rare occasions after customer impact has been analyzed.
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Critical-to-Quality characteristics will be identified on a print or by a representative of
Master Lock through official correspondence.
b. Part Qualification: Generally part qualification requires submission of sample(s)
accompanied by a completed Initial Sample Inspection Report or a report of FIRST
ARTICLE INSPECTION (see Appendix O). The Quality Assurance team will use the part
qualification to review engineering documentation and teach best practices for
manufacturing to new suppliers. Master Lock will further capitalize on the process by
integrating supplier surveillance into the manufacturing process and establishing the
appropriate level of post-manufacturing inspection required. The process concludes with
formal supplier approval to ship parts per current purchase orders with established controls
(See Appendix P for the flow of events).
c. Qualification of Sub-tier Suppliers: Master Lock expects our suppliers to ensure global
citizenship principles are exemplified in their own suppliers. At no time can these companies
be associated with any organization capable of violating basic human rights or with dubious
financial or ethical standing. Master Lock must be notified of changes in sub- tier suppliers
(either to a new company or new location). A determination will be made whether new
product or process qualifications need to be requested to ensure that proper risk mitigation
occurs.
d. Certificates of Conformance: All raw material and selected other suppliers are encouraged
to provide a certificate of conformance with shipment. The certificate should specify the
purchase order, drawing number and any approved deviations. The final inspector and Senior
Quality or Product Manager should sign the certificate.
7. SUPPLIER INITIATED CHANGE (DEVIATION) REQUEST PROCESS
There are many reasons that a supplier may not want to build products to their original design. For that
reason we have created a process by which you can request to deviate the product. This process is vital
to our internal communication and also helps us maintain our own quality records for future reference.
Supplier Initiated Change Requests for a deviation must include the purchase order and the item
deviated, they should state the defect in the clearest terms possible (include references when necessary),
and require the approval of the Sourcing representative, a quality manager, a sales representative and a
Product Manager. An approved request will be returned to you from the Sourcing representative with
the official electronic copy posted on SharePoint.
Though this can be a time consuming process, it can also be expedited to meet shipping requirements.
Don’t hesitate to include reasons to expedite the processing, typically these are dealt with in the order
they’re received so a simple change in priority can make a big difference.
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8. SUPPLIER DOCUMENTATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES
a. Government Requirements
i. Suppliers are required to attain their own copies of published standards and to
maintain the revision currency.
ii. Suppliers are responsible for complying with:
•
•

Mandatory Standards specific to the market of distribution (refer to the
Compliance portion of the Supplier Website for known standards that
currently impact our products)
Other Customer Specific Standards as communicated to the supplier by
Master Lock.

b. Suppliers are responsible to produce in accordance with the latest specification revision. The
purchase order may be placed before a document revision is available and will not always
be the best source of information for revision numbers. The Sourcing department will update
suppliers via email or other means that may not be available to inspectors. Therefore, all
parts will be inspected in accordance with the latest revision regardless of what is posted on
the purchase order. Suppliers who have produced to earlier revisions may submit requests
for deviation when they have not been notified in a timely manner. Third party inspectors
are not authorized to approve deviations. Formal authority for deviations is the signed
Supplier Initiated Change (Deviation) Request. A copy must be shipped with the product.
Any product received with unapproved deviations is subject to being placed on quality hold
at the receiving warehouse and/ or rejected & returned.
NOTE: Master Lock uses an Engineering change order (ECO) to create new revisions. When ECOs
are published they will specify the effective date. New products inspected after the effective date will
either comply with the ECO or be accompanied by a request for deviation. On the occasion of a
“running change” Master Lock will expect suppliers to exhaust their current inventory before
implementing changes. These occasions are clearly stated and you will be responsible to notify us in
advance when the inventory will be depleted.
c. Generally Quality Records must include the following and be available for inspection upon
request:
• Completed PPAP which includes dimensional data, performance data and material
and performance certifications
• Inspection results for all drawing dimensions in the item specifications upon request.
• Certificate of approval or lab tests verifying all specified functional requirements in
the item documentation upon request.
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NOTE: Dimensional reports and certificates should be sent to the applicable lab manager for the
product. The ‘Subject’ line should read: “PN_Rev_SupplierName”, where the ‘PN’, ‘Rev’ and
‘SupplierName’ are filled in appropriately.
•
•
•

Include the revision of the part with all references to products.
Inform a Master Lock Quality Manager or Sourcing representative of any changes to a process
or supplier in the production of a parts
Request approval of Deviations prior to shipping non-conforming parts that can be sold “as-is”.

NOTE: Requests for deviations waivers should be documented in writing in accordance with Appendix
H and submitted to the Corporate Quality Manager.
•
•
•
•

Approved control plan for each finished good prior to making production shipments.
Signed “Letter of Acceptance” for this Supplier Quality Handbook.
See Appendix A.
Completed Supplier Self - Evaluation on file with Master Lock. A copy is available in Appendix
Q.
• An approved Quality System audit or current ISO certification on file with Master Lock.
• An approved Social Compliance audit on file with Master Lock (Asian Suppliers only).
• Use of digital photos both as proof of critical dimensions verification and as bill of material
drawing specifications where documents do not specify dimensions adequately enough to
actually build a product. In cases where graphics, especially decals, are used the digital photos
may be the only standard by which to inspect the cosmetic quality.
Manufacturers will maintain Material Certifications on file for all steel, plastics and weld materials and
produce these documents when requested by Master Lock or a third-party inspector’s representative.
At a minimum the heat number, material specification and supplier will be on each certification.
You must not change grade or chemistry of raw materials without an approved SRD.
9. CORRECTIVE ACTION AND CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT:
Master Lock expects you to utilize a quality system which has a process for documenting the nonconformance of a part to the characteristics (dimensions and specifications) listed on a drawing and
purchase order. The process must also include the segregation and formal disposition of discrepant
material and addressing and confirming the effectiveness of corrective actions, both external and
internal. This includes the ability to answer CARs in an effective and timely fashion. Appendix B
shows the customer complaint flow chart. While navigating this process, we will be in contact with
different members of your organization to ensure the segregation of bad parts and restart the flow of
good parts to our customer.
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10. NON-CONFORMANCE REPORT
When nonconforming material is discovered at a plant, warehouse or customer location a Nonconformance Report (NC) will be written. These reports offer cursory information about the
discrepancy. The primary objective of the NC is to document the error and begin a dialogue with the
ultimate goal in preventing the error from recurring. The NC will be assigned to a member of Master
Lock known as the NC owner. That person will be responsible for getting a disposition of discrepant
material and ensuring appropriate corrective action is taken at the location of manufacture. The NC
owner has the authority to assign or remove the supplier’s name from the NC as well as to change cause
codes to accurately reflect the origin of the NC. When an NC has significant impact to a customer or is
likely to be repeated the NC owner will require formal corrective action and root cause analysis. This
should include segregation of on nonconforming material and projected dates for the receipt of
conforming material. The corrective action is not complete until process change is in effect and has
been verified.
Below is an example of a Non-conformance email:

11. MASTER LOCK CORRECTIVE ACTION REQUEST PROCESS
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When formal corrective action is required the NC owner or disposition owner will notify you through
email or by the phone. There is no specific format required, however, the goal is to identify at least one
specific process that either failed to prevent the defect or failed to identify the defect before the product
shipped from its manufacturing location.
The process in question should be measured, corrected and verified with the results sent to the NC
owner. Paramount to identification is the establishment of a baseline so that we can understand the risk
of failure for product that may already be in the hands of our customers. Generally, Master Lock expects
formal corrective actions to be completed prior to the next shipment or within 10-days of notification.
12. RECEIVING INSPECTIONS
The warehouses that receive most of the product shipped to us have receiving inspectors that audit
specific quantities of each item from each supplier. These receiving inspectors are our primary way of
detecting non-conforming material once it has left the supplier and before it reaches the customer. The
receiving inspectors follow a skip-lot process by which a supplier who has sent in multiple shipments
without defects will be checked less frequently than new suppliers or suppliers building new products.
Once defects are noted the skip-lot program will automatically reset itself requiring more frequent
inspections for the supplier/item combination. The receiving inspections are strictly for risk mitigation
at the company level and are not the preferred method for quality control. These inspections are time
consuming and in some cases will lead to damage of the product or even the loss of some products.
Therefore, we strongly encourage suppliers to participate in the skip-lot system by consistently
supplying defect free material.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Quality – The quality of a product or service refers to the perception of the degree to which the product or
service meets the customer's expectations.
Non-conformances – Defects detected internally or by a customer. In most cases these defects are not
reported formally until their total resulting costs exceed a minimum threshold.
Suppler Request for Deviation – A formal request by a supplier to provide a product that does not conform
to the drawings, functional specifications or industrial standards for which it was purchased.
Critical to Quality – A characteristic, feature or drawing dimension without which or when outside of
established standards, the part or finished good would not be acceptable to a customer.
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis – A procedure in product development and operations management for
analysis of potential failure modes within a system for classification by the severity and likelihood of the
failures
Plated Surface – Any component in a product that requires electrostatic plating of metals for purposes of
corrosion resistance.
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REV
A
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Waterloo.

BY
Master Lock
Master Lock
A. Adelman
C. Isetts-Williams

DATE
09 November 2001
15 September 2003
19 July 2011
8 February 2018

APPENDIX A
Letter of Acceptance For
Supplier Quality Handbook
Dear Master Lock Company LLC
We have read and understand the expectations communicated by the attached Supplier Quality Handbook
(SQH). We agree to conduct business in accordance with and meet these expectations.
We also agree to openly communicate with Master Lock concerning issues which may affect our ability
to meet these expectations.

Supplier’s Name

Supplier’s Location

Management Representative Signature

Title

Quality Representative Signature

Title

Purchasing Representative Signature

Title

Acknowledgement Date

REV
A
B

DESCRIPTION
Initial Document
Updated format and removed references to
Waterloo Industries Inc.

BY
Master Lock
C. Isetts-Williams

DATE
19 July 2011
7 February 2018
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The origination of customer complaints can follow several different paths based on the final customer, the nature
of the complaint and the Brand name of the product. Usually Master Lock will handle customer feedback like any
other non-conformance as far as the supplier is concerned. At times we may have to request expedited handling and
responses depending on the urgency of the customer’s need.
As a supplier you will be notified either by phone or email of the suspected non-conformance and given as much
detail as possible to assist your root cause analysis and corrective action. Your responses will most likely be shared
directly with the customer (either the end user or the brand name customer). Once we have sufficient information
to determine if a non-conformance exists, we will initiate a formal non-conformance report which will follow the
procedure outlined in the base document and the example in the appendix for non- conformances.
Below is the general flowchart for the customer complaint process flow.
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The purpose is to define Master Lock specific requirements for documenting and distributing
corrective/preventive actions. This process applies to all Domestic and International suppliers.
Responsibilities:
Master Lock is responsible for effectively communicating CAR’s (Corrective Action Requests)/ PAR’s
(Preventive Action Requests) to the Supplier. A due date for corrective/ preventive action implementation
is mutually agreed upon. Master Lock will also act to contain the inventory per their internal processes
via the material review board (MRB).
Suppliers will provide containment action while advising Master Lock of product in transit, determining
the root cause, and implementing corrective action. These steps are to be documented on the CAR form
prior to the due date.
Procedure:
A. NCs and CARs are sent to a supplier by e-mail.
B. Master Lock may initiate a CAR/PAR for any issue that compromises the quality of the product.
We will supply pictures, purchase order, line item, container numbers, and when available
samples. Master Lock will discuss NCs with you and determine disposition. This may include
accepting the product as it is, reworking, scrap or return of the material. Standard rework costs
performed by Master Lock are $30 per hour plus materials.
C. Master Lock will request corrective action from the Supplier by using one of the CAR forms shown
below.
D. The corrective action cause(s), and implemented corrective and preventive measures, should be
determined using a “team” approach by persons most directly involved in the process with
emphasis on determining root causes and methods to prevent re-occurrence.
E. A corrective action response needs to address ALL the following areas:
1. Cause of Discrepancy: Identify the root cause(s) and the degree of contribution each identified
cause contributes to the nonconforming characteristic identified by us. Be sure to identify the
ROOT cause and not associated symptoms.
2. Actions Implemented to Prevent Recurrence: Identify actions needing correction and/ or
implemented to assure all product from notification date forward meets requirements. Be sure
to identify action, effective implementation date, and percentage of effectiveness for each
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action in preventing recurrence. Attach follow- up data validating effectiveness of
implemented actions as appropriate.
3. How Did Non-Conformance Avoid Detection: Identify how and why the non-conformance was
not detected prior to WI finding the occurrence? Include process checks and balances
implemented to prevent future occurrences, should they re-occur, from not being detected.
4. Disposition of Inventory: Identify what actions were performed to assure 1) product in transit,
2) completed finished goods, 3) in-process product, and 4) raw materials: meet requirements.
The Supplier is responsible to investigate the root cause of the problem, document the
corrective and preventative action within three weeks. A date for full implementation should
be provided in the CAR response. If the corrective action response will take longer than three
weeks, the Supplier must notify Master Lock and request an extension prior to the due date.
F. After the corrective/ preventive action has been implemented, the CAR originator will review the
written corrective action for effectiveness. A Master Lock Engineer will validate the CAR answer
via an audit and/or product inspection. When objective evidence exists that the corrective action
is effective, the CAR will be closed.
G. Upon closure, re-submit the CAR to Master Lock. Identify the actual implementation date(s),
enclosed within parenthesis, next to the closure date initially anticipated. Do not remove the
original anticipated closure date.
H. CAR’s with open action items are not closed until the open action has been completed and
verification data received. CAR’s determined as ineffective or incomplete are returned to the
supplier for further action(s).
I. Failure to get a CAR closed may affect a supplier’s ability to participate in future purchases.
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Here is a process flow diagram to illustrate the required steps
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Below is an example of an NC Report”
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Below are two examples of CARs from Master Lock
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INSPECTIONS
View all products under direct sunlight or shop fluorescent lighting (no less than 70 lumens) from 18
inches to 36 inches at a 45 degree angle to straight on with an inspector that has 20/20 vision and at least
5 seconds to view the surface.
Defect Classifications by Severity: All of the above listed defects can be of varying severity. They are
graded as Minor, Major, or Severe. These graduations are defined below:
•

Minor: A minor defect is noticeable to the customer under normal inspection or use, but is unlikely
to cause the customer dissatisfaction with the product and will not impede the use or function of
the product. Five or more minor defects on a single surface are graded as a major defect.

•

Major: A major defect is one that is visually unattractive to the customer under normal conditions
and could cause the customer to be dissatisfied with the quality of the product. Major defects do
not impede normal functioning of the unit or pose a safety hazard.

•

Severe: Severe defects are those which would definitely cause a customer to be dissatisfied with
the product and reflect badly on Master Lock as a company. In addition, any defects which impede
the normal function or use of a product, or pose any sort of safety hazard are automatically
considered severe defects.
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APPENDIX H

Supplier Initiated Change Request (SICR)
Supplier Request for Deviation (SRD)

Date:

SICR or SRD #:

This form is to be completed by the Supplier for a proposed deviation or change to a Master Lock
product. The form and samples are to be sent to the appropriate Purchasing Representative.
Supplier Name:

Phone Number:

Supplier Address:

e-mail address:

Affected Parts/ Items:
Attach copy of documents. (includes material certification and
compliance documents when applicable)
.

Drawing Number(s)/Revision:
Affected Part/ Item Number(s):
Number of Sample(s) sent:
For SRD ONLY: PO #:

Quantity:

Description/ Details: Temporary (deviation) OR

Permanent (change) ---- CIRCLE one

1. Explain the proposed change in detail and attach the pertinent documents.
2. Potential benefits of the change.
3. Test results and supporting documentation.
4. Cost and delivery impact.
5. Current on hand inventory (product and packaging components, if applicable)

6. Proposed implementation date.

Note: Request will be rejected
if the “Description of Change” section is incomplete.
Supplier Initiated Change Request Form

1

Updated 2018 February 8
Rev B

Supplier Initiated Change Request (SICR)
Supplier Request for Deviation (SRD)

Date:

SICR or SRD #:

Approval: Master Lock to Complete:
Purchasing
Reviewed by:

Date Reviewed:

Comments:
Cost & Delivery Impact:
Disposition:

Accept

Reject

Sourcing
Reviewed by:

Date Reviewed:

Comments:
Cost & Delivery Impact:
Disposition:

Accept

Reject

Engineering:
Reviewed by:

Date Reviewed:

Comments:
Disposition:

Accept

Reject

Quality:
Reviewed by:

Date Reviewed:

Comments:
Disposition:

Accept

Supplier Initiated Change Request Form

Reject

2
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Rev B

Supplier Initiated Change Request (SICR)
Supplier Request for Deviation (SRD)

Date:

SICR or SRD #:

Program Manager (FINAL):
Reviewed by:

Date Reviewed:

Comments:
Program Impact:
Disposition:

Accept

Reject

Master Lock ECN #:

_

Date Supplier Notified:

By Whom:

Supplier Initiated Change Request Form

_

_
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Bureau Veritas Consumer Products Services Ltd. (Shanghai)
No. 368 Guangzhong Road, Zhuanqiao Town Minhang, Shanghai China 201108
Primary Contact Simon Dai Phone 86-21-24166749
e-mail: Simon.Dai@cn.bureauveritas.com
Bureau Veritas Consumer Products Services Ltd. (Hong Kong)
Kwai Chung Office
Unit 19, 13/F, Tai Pai Road, Kwai Chung, N.T., Hong Kong Primary Contact John Wong
Phone: 852-2418-1222
Fax: 852-2480-6666
e-mail: bvqi_info@hk.bureauveritas.com
Intertek Testing Services Ltd., Shanghai
TFH Division
Block B, Jinling Business Square, No. 801 Yi Shan Road Shanghai, China 200233
Primary Contact Tina Lei Phone 86-21-61206565
Fax: 86-21-61279740
e-mail: tina.lei@intertek.com
Intertek Testing Services Ltd. Shenzhen
TFH Division
7/F. Shekou Technology Main Building, Industrial 7th Road,
Shekou, Shenzen, China 518067 Primary Contact Ben N. L. Lin
Phone: 86-755-2683 7000
Fax: 86-755-2683 7118/9
e-mail: ben.lin@intertek.com
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Plastic products have the same general requirements as steel products, however, the inspection process
should account for cooling and the resultant dimensional shifts that could accompany it. Also injection
molds can result in an entire host of deformations to varying degrees. For that reason, visual inspection
without taking measurements will be insufficient. Only dimensional verification will identify process
variation that can lead to high volumes of poor quality products.
Plastic products must have all remnants of the injection molding process removed. These are only
considered defects when they are not removed prior to shipping.
Raw material certification for plastic products is important. The percentage of regrind material must be
approved by Master Lock and cannot change without additional approval via a Supplier Initiated Change
(Deviation) Request (SICR).
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Burrs are inevitable on retail products. No burr greater than 10% of the base metal thickness up to .004
inches or large enough to cause abrasion to the customer’s skin is permitted, unless expressly printed on
the part drawing.
It is imperative to measure critical to quality dimensions as early as possible in the manufacturing process.
Bad parts should be rejected before they become bad finished goods. Dimensions which may not be
measureable later in the process without a three axis CMM are verified.
Process capabilities for metal forming should be inherently higher due to the high level of automation in
this phase of manufacturing. When metal forming process capability factors are less than a nominal value
of 1.33 (for two sided tolerances – or 3 standard deviations from the upper or low specification limits) the
overall integrity of the product is questionable. The quality supervisor should implement a Total Quality
Analysis as necessary.
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The American weld society publishes definitive guidelines for welding and weld verification that all
suppliers are encourage to purchase and implement. Welding is a special process. Weld integrity has only
limited verification without destructive testing; and, therefore, weld processes must be fully documented
by suppliers. All critical parameters must be explicit in worker directions and verified through supplier
QA on an on-going basis.
For automatic welding processes the machine setup is especially critical to quality, and first article
inspections should be well documented.
For manual weld processes fixtures can greatly reduce variation, but only when they are properly
maintained. Fixtures should be positively identified and called out directly on process maps or work
instructions. Whenever possible, fixtures should be added to the calibration schedule to eliminate the risk
of dimensional errors in production.
In order to achieve the highest process performance with existing tools and personnel, suppliers must
constantly measure the process capabilities of weld procedures by measuring selected critical-to-quality
dimensions and analyzing the results of their part-to-part variation.
Test requirements must include visual inspection and verification for all welding processes including,
resistance, TIG, MIG or oxyacetylene welds as well as destructive testing for all welds. Master Lock
expects a thorough training program for operators and inspectors alike.
Coupons can be used when it is too costly to destroy production material, but welders should not treat
weld coupons any differently than the actual production material to include type of joint and position of
the welder to the joint. Destructive testing that indicates joint failure rather than base metal failure must
be investigated immediately.
Welds can leave unsightly blemishes on important surfaces. Whenever possible they should be located
where they do not stand out or draw attention. If the design requires welding on a class A or B surface,
the Sourcing Engineer must approve the post weld appearance to ensure that a baseline cosmetic standard
for the joint is established and controlled. Discoloration on parent material adjacent to the weld must be
bleached on stainless steel units. Welds must be free of burrs and stronger than the parent metal around
them. Generally all welds should form a fused area whereby the base metal will fail prior to the fused
area separating (see pictures below). No erosion or oxidation of base metal is acceptable.
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ANODIZED SURFACES
Corrosion resistance tests will be conducted per ASTM B117 at 120 hours. Evaluation to follow per
ASTM B537—part will exhibit less than 1% substrate corrosion or tarnishing for anodized materials.
Anodized surfaces must meet the same color verification as painted surfaces. Each color must have its
own master coupon and be verified annually or when significant changes are made in the process. Bright
surfaces will be tested for reflectivity. No chipping, delaminating, discoloration, surface roughness or
pinholes are allowed.

PLATED SURFACES
Plating coverage on all surfaces will be as specified by engineering part print. Plating per ASTM QQ-C320 (Bright: Class I Type 1 and Satin: Class I, Type II). These standards are inclusive of surface treatments
such as black oxide and black phosphate and chromates (ASTM Standard—D1654). White rust may be
approved by a Master Lock representative. Bright surfaces will be tested for reflectivity. Visually these
surfaces must be smooth and consistent without pin holes or foreign material inclusions. No chipping,
delaminating, discoloration, surface roughness or pinholes are allowed.
STAINLESS STEEL SURFACES
All stainless steel surfaces must be validated through salt spray chamber demonstrating part will exhibit
less than 1% substrate red rust over 200 hours per ASTM B537.
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Extrusion blemishes running with the extrusion are not acceptable if you are able to catch your fingernail
on the surface.
Extrusion flow lines are not acceptable if they are easily seen from a view of 18 inches or more. Extrusion
surface gloss and color should be uniform and adhere to limits in APPENDIX M.
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APPENDIX O: First Article Inspection Report (FAIR)
An initial sample inspection report is required for the engineering build/ prototype of any newly
designed sourced finished good as well as the first lot of manufactured product for any new
product. The intent is to validate that the units which will be tested meet the drawing
requirements prior functional validation through testing.
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Appendix Q: Supplier Self Evaluation
Assessment Checklist and Findings Report
1.0

Management Responsibility

Category Rating (1-5)

Elements
Create and maintain a quality and continuous
1.1
improvement culture
Top management review of the quality management
1.2
system, policy and objectives
Top management review of data to drive continual
1.3
improvement (including metrics and goals)
Top management review of sub-supplier performance
1.4
Top management allocation of resources in response
1.5
to data and changes

Point Rating (optional)

2.0

Category Rating (1-5)

Quality Processes

Elements
Point Rating (optional)
Design review process
2.1
Process for identifying process and product CTQ's and
2.2
capability review
Sub-supplier corrective action request (SCAR) process
2.3
Internal and external corrective action process
2.4
Pre-production part approval process (PPAP) for
2.5
product, packaging and finished good.
Inventory control process
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12

Process for handling nonconforming materials,
Change control for pre and post production processes
Quality inspections and audits process
Final inspection process
Outgoing inspection process
Receiving inspection process

3.0

Document Control

Engineering change control of purchased items
Availability of customer requirements
Control of records ( record retention)

4.0

Product Identification, Storage, and Handling

Elements
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9

Process for identifying product status
Material/work in process identification and control
Good/bad/suspect parts identification/segregation
Product traceability
Lot status and traceability
Product storage and handling
Material handling throughout the process
Finished goods packaging, handling and storage
conditions
Finished goods inventory control

5.0

Quality Measurement

Measurement and Test Equipment

Elements
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Measurement equipment calibration and verification
Qualification of inspection equipment
Test lab and test methods
Measurement system analysis

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Category Rating (1-5)
Point Rating (optional)

Category Rating (1-5)

Elements
Point Rating (optional)
Process for developing process controls
5.1
Special process documents (work instructions, visual
5.2
aids, etc) based on industry standards as applicable
Machine/equipment setup verification and approval
5.3
In-process inspection/testing
5.4
Ongoing quality assurance testing and random product
5.5
Process measurement system and reaction plans
5.6
Process/test traceability to operator/equipment
5.7
Use of statistical methods and tools on CTQs
5.8
Reliability testing conducted
5.9
Electrostatic discharge protocol
5.10
6.0

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Category Rating (1-5)

Elements
Point Rating (optional)
Document control (design, manufacturing, quality, etc.)
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Requested Action / Observation

Category Rating (1-5)
Point Rating (optional)
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Appendix Q: Supplier Self Evaluation
7.0

Training and Development

Category Rating (1-5)

Elements
Job descriptions
7.1
New hire training/orientation program
7.2
Competence assessment and training needs
7.3
identification
Employee development program
7.4

Point Rating (optional)

8.0

Preventive Maintenance

Category Rating (1-5)

Elements
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

Preventive maintenance program
Equipment/tooling control and protection
Tool life management
Backup capabilities and spare parts control

9.0

Safety and Housekeeping

Elements
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

10.0
Elements
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5

11.0

Safety program
5S program
Facilities and housekeeping management
Adequate environmental control (temperature, humidity,
etc)
Flammable/toxic materials and dangerous goods
control
Sub-Supplier Management
Sub-supplier qualification and audit process
Purchased material qualification process
Approved supplier list
Sub-supplier performance tracking and review system
Sub-supplier management, development and
improvement processes
Customer Partnership

Point Rating (optional)

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Requested Action / Observation

Action Plan fr. Supplier

Who

When

Closure Date

Closure Evidence fr. Supplier

Category Rating (1-5)
Point Rating (optional)

Category Rating (1-5)
Point Rating (optional)

Category Rating (1-5)

Elements
Proactively communicates changes that affect safety,
11.1
quality, compliance, delivery and cost
External failure analysis using quality tools, analysis
11.2
and CAR
Monitors customer perception as to whether the
11.3
organization has fulfilled customer requirements
Actively participates in customer's new product
11.4
development and proposes new ideas to customers

Point Rating (optional)

12.0

Category Rating (1-5)

Continuous Improvement

Requested Action / Observation

Elements
Point Rating (optional)
Process/product continuous improvement plans
12.1
Plan-do-check-act system to review overall
12.2
performance continuously with feedback
External failure system and analysis to improve
12.3
customer satisfaction
Utilization of mistake-proofing processes (including use
12.4
of automation)
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